23O	MYSELF AND MY FRIENDS
Ernest Thesiger played the part of Bagoas, Holofernes*
chamberlain^   and   never  did   Thesiger  give  a finer
performance than that of the sinister and treacherous
figure     Charles Ricketts designed the costumes and
scenery    The first scene was surely one of the most
beautiful  ever designed—it showed the great bronze
gates and towers of the besieged city, and when you
looked upon it hunger could be seen stalking through
the streets    My dress, as may be seen on the opposite
page, in that City of Sorrows was composed of every
tone of black    brown black, green black, blue and
grey  black   folded  one  over  the  other    The part
of Judith moved  me  greatly,  and  I  threw all my
passion into it, but it was of no avail    Friends crowded
round me after the first performance filling my ears
with congratulations, but I knew that "Judith" was
doomed    I  can see now that whoever had written
it at that time, and no matter how it had been written,
the play would still have failed    Numbed feelings the
long drawn out war had produced, feelings which had
got gradually and imperceptibly to cease to respond
The instincts of people living under a great shadow
are to seek diversion and entertainment so that if only
for a little moment they may forget their ever-constant
cares
Arnold, too, must have felt that the play was doomed,
but he kept a brave face, sent me a charming note of
congratulation after the first performance, "Good luck
be with you*' it said, "you immensely deserve it"
Thomas Hardy, always moved by the sight of heroic
things, was enthusiastic about the play, but the critics
were not For a week or so Judith hovered between
life and death, and then she died as so many heroic
souls have died, worn out by privation and neglect
I, who see the great beauty which the play possesses,
ought to seize the occasion to say harsh things about
the critics, for had they not helped to hasten Judith's
end? A little word of encouragement whispered in her
eat by them might, by giving her hope, have saved her

